The 2008 Toronto Ride to Conquer Cancer

1  kevin sullivan ($279,101.00)
2  Eric Innes ($111,029.41)
3  Gordon Tozer ($109,785.00)
4  Carlo DeGasperis ($87,265.00)
5  David LeGresley ($72,230.00)
6  Sam Panzures ($66,005.00)
7  Tim Hockey ($58,451.00)
8  Rick Doktor ($54,780.00)
9  Keith Ambachtsheer ($54,094.10)
10  Nicola Di Battista ($53,077.50)

Spynga
We are on a conquest. We have decided to team
up in The Ride to Conquer Cancer™ benefiting
The Princess Margaret. It’s a cycling journey from
Toronto to Niagara Falls  over 200 km  taking
place in the summer.
We’re here because we know that cancer is too
big a disease to ignore. It affects everyone, maybe
you, me, our parents, kids, siblings or friends.
Sadly, maybe all of the above. But by riding in this
event we are doing something about it. We’re
rolling closer and closer to the end of cancer. It’s
an awesome triumph in a physical sense and
emotionally as well.
So hey, join us! This can be your opportunity to
do something challenging and rewarding in so
many ways. And you won’t do it alone. We will be
doing training rides, helping each other to
fundraise, and generating awareness for critical
cancer research at The Princess Margaret, one of
the top 5 cancer research hospitals in the world.
Please donate to us or join us. Thank you in
advance for your support.

Spynga  Join Team
Don Schacter

We are on a conquest

More Teams
Spynga

Goal:
$16,000.00
Achieved:
$17,078.24

Raised
$2,770.24

Brian Borts

$8,518.00

Karen Farbman

$1,393.00

Beth Levy

$4,397.00

Denotes a Team Captain

1  The Bauer  Zimmering
Pacesetters ($469,817.49)
2  The Cyclones ($371,910.00)
3  Steve's Cycle Paths ($268,661.83)
4  Team Surge On ($250,074.00)
5  TEAM INNES ($190,479.41)
6  Amby's International Aces ($163,326.43)
7  Geared for Life ($139,696.88)
8  Team Why Not? ($133,332.00)
9  Pedal Pushers ($131,757.29)
10  "ATACC" Team ($121,306.50)

The Ride to Conquer Cancer benefiting The Princess
Margaret is an epic cycling journey from Toronto to
Niagara Falls, a distance of over 200 km.
Proceeds will support breakthrough research,
exemplary teaching, and compassionate care at The
Princess Margaret, one of the top 5 cancer research
hospitals in the world.
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